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Prophet #26
The largest and most comprehensive book of James Stokoe's art ever published!
Featuring art and never-before-published work and comics! This deluxe hardcover
artbook showcases the work of inimitable comics creator James Stokoe, who has
drawn some of the most visually meticulous and surreal illustrations in modern
comics, featuring some of his bestselling illustrations from works such as Orc Stain,
Aliens: Dead Orbit, Wonton Soup, well-known cover work, and some of his neverbefore-published comics.

Multiple Warheads Vol. 2: Ghost Town
"Sorority sister Allison Ruth must travel to Throne, the ancient city at the center of
the multiverse, in an epic bid to save her boyfriend from the clutches of the seven
evil kings that rule creation" --

King City #1
Jaxson must find a way to warn John Prophet of the newly awakened Earth Empire.

Missing People
Fairy tales have fueled our dreams and fired our imaginations for centuries. Step
inside a time machine built by a collection of today's finest storytellers, and enter a
range of futures where familiar tales are reimagined in an astonishing variety of
styles. Editors Andrew Carl and Chris Stevens bring you the next wave of leading
writers and illustrators working alongside superstar creators like Farel Dalrymple
(Pop Gun War), Ryan Ottley (Invincible), Khoi Pham (Daredevil), and Brandon
Graham (King City) to deliver a reading experience that will delight generations
young and old. * Ageless stories become tales for a new age!

Elephantmen Volume 3
From a “perceptive writer whose work makes us painfully aware of our human
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follies and acknowledges our lovely humanity” (Audrey Niffenegger, bestselling
author of The Time Traveler’s Wife) comes suspenseful novel about a missing girl
whose disappearance rocks her community. Six years after the traumatic
disappearance of Etta Messenger, it's clear that none of the members of her
middle-class family have finished mourning. Gaping emotional wounds have been
poorly addressed. Etta's mother, Meg, anxious to find closure and make what she
can of the rest of her life, has organized a memorial service to mark the painful
anniversary. Newton, Etta's erstwhile high school sweetheart, a disabled
Afghanistan veteran with anger issues, uses the impending anniversary as a
convenient excuse to spin out of control. Charlie, Etta's earnest blue-collar father,
takes stock of his life and is reminded how he failed to protect his daughter. Her
younger brother, Townes, who was the last of them to see Etta and is convinced
his emotional outburst drove his sister away, has his fragile hermetic cocoon
threatened by the heightened emotions of the day. On the day of the memorial, a
snowstorm threatens the city, and a chance observation on a commuter train
entangles Townes in a dangerous situation that recall the events surrounding
Etta's loss. The characters are shaken from their mournful routines by an
unrelenting chain of events, including Newton's arrest, Townes' dangerous heroics,
Charlie's recognition of his own shortcomings, and Meg's shocking discovery. The
action moves from the seemingly serene suburbs to the heart of a dangerous
Chicago neighborhood. Will this ensemble of damaged characters pull themselves
together in time, or will new stresses rip their tattered lives to shreds

Blood's A Rover
When life itself seems lunatic, who knows where madness lies? In King City, that's
where! Joe is a young man with no home, no purpose, and almost no friends
though he does have a very special cat. With a simple injection, Joe's cat can be
anything: a weapon, a tool, or even a cuddly companion. But what - if anything can transform Joe? Whatever it is, it can probably be found in King City, an
outrageous semi-futuristic city full of spy gangs, alien porn, and reasonably priced
diners. A word of caution: Avoid the meatloaf.

Ghost Town
The end of the world has happened and the insects won. When humanity came
face to face with insectoid aliens from outer space intent on taking over the earth,
it never occurred to anyone that they would come out the other side of the battle
that followed the losers. But they did. Now, with what remains of the human race in
tatters, a small band of misfits scraping a living in the remins of a city question
what it means to be truly alive in a world where surviving asks everything of you,
and hope is just a memory.

Multiple Warheads: Ghost Throne (Oneshot)
THE EPIC CONCLUSION TO PROPHET BEGINS HERE! A clone general goes against
his Brain-Mother overlords to gain control of an alien egg. Start of the final six
issue mini-series.
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Prophet
Popular national radio host Julie Roys rejects both fundamentalist caricature and
feminist distortion to reveal God’s amazingly relevant and compelling vision for
women, showing them how to redeem their feminine souls and become all God
designed them to be. Christian women today feel torn between the demands of
motherhood, career, and ministry—and by a church that gives them conflicting
ideas of what it means to be a woman. In Redeeming the Feminine Soul: God’s
Surprising Vision for Womanhood, popular national radio host Julie Roys reveals the
stunning truth that no one else is talking about: women are destroying themselves.
Internalizing society’s devaluation of the feminine, some women are killing their
own natural impulses to pursue a feminist ideal that bears no relation to God’s
good design. Other women struggle to conform to a fundamentalist, feminine
caricature, which requires denying their full humanity and gifting. Defying both
feminists and fundamentalists, Julie Roys reveals God’s true, affirming, and
compelling vision for women, showing them how to reclaim what is uniquely
feminine, and become healthy, balanced women of God.

Art and Unpublished Comics of James Stokoe
Collette receives a sculpting job from a mysterious client only known as Beast.

Prophet Vol. 5: Earth War
A handbook to the visual and verbal universe of Brandon Graham. Beloved for his
graffiti-inflected science fiction comics, Brandon Graham has developed a punning,
humorous and sexy universe of machines, logos, women and bumbling men, all
cast in an alternate Sci-Fi universe. Walrus, Graham's first art book, collects
drawings and sketchbook comics spanning 2009-2011, and allows readers a
glimpse into his creative process and obsessions. Here we glimpse everything from
the puttering pace of domestic life to high energy drawing riffs to homages to cult
comic book characters.

King City
Poor Jem. She got caught by her parents doing the naughty. Big time naughty. So
now she¬ps banned to a big gloomy school for naughties, but, boy, what goes
down there would make her parents¬p heads spin! She¬ps finding it hard to resist,
especially when her room-mate, Deforest K-Y, known as Bones, is a beautiful
steamy teen blonde¬ä

Arclight
A new 8HOUSE storyline starts this issue with amazingly detailed art by XURXO G.
PENALTA as an astral projection soldier is sent on a secret mission.

King City manga
PRETTY DEADLY artist EMMA RIOS and KING CITY, PROPHET & MULTIPLE
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WARHEADS writer/artist BRANDON GRAHAM bring you a new ONGOING COMICS
MAGAZINE. Each issue holds three 20-30 page no ads issue length chapters of new
work from around the globe. #1 FEATURES A TEXT PIECE BY KELLY SUE
DECONNICK writer of BITCH PLANET and PRETTY DEADLY.

Walrus
Adam Warren teams with Eisner award winner Carla Speed McNeil, creator of
Finder, in a hellishly funny superhero smackdown! Empowered and "frenemy"
Sistah Spooky are trapped in a twisted high-school hellscape, with Spooky's
blonde, sold-their-souls-for-hotness, ex-classmates plotting ritual murder to claim
her magic for themselves! Beset by giant biology-class frogs, deadly emoji, and a
monstrous junk-food elemental, Emp and Spooky fight for their lives against
straight-fire blonde ambition! Hell is for heroines!

Prophet #29
AT LAST! The long-awaited collection of the complete KING CITY series is here, full
of full on comic book games, puzzles and wordplay! Joe is a catmaster, trained to
use his cat as any tool or weapon. His best friend Pete falls in love with an alien
he's forced to sell into green slavery, while his ex Anna watches her Xombie War
veteran boyfriend turn into the drug he's addicted to. King City, an underbelly of a
town Run by spy gangs and dark dark magic with mystery down every alleyway.
Collects KING CITY #1-12.

The Pervert
Introducing the cool and sexy graffiti/manga inspired art of Brandon Graham in an
off-the-wall tongue-in-cheek SF spoof. Old perv Walt is called upon a mission with
hot porn chick Stix to create the orgasm to end all climaxes to savewell, some
important thing or other. Hey, it's not the end, it's the means!

8House: Arclight #1
"Contains material originally published as Multiple warheads: Ghost town in Island
magazine #1, 4, & 15; and Multiple warheads: Ghost throne one-shot by Image
Comics"--Indicia.

Complete Multiple Warheads TP
THE EPIC CONCLUSION TO PROPHET! A clone general goes against his BrainMother overlords to gain control of an alien egg. Collects PROPHET: EARTH WAR
#1-6.

Island #12
A new way forward for sustainable quality of life in cities of all sizes Strong Towns:
A Bottom-Up Revolution to Build American Prosperity is a book of forward-thinking
ideas that breaks with modern wisdom to present a new vision of urban
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development in the United States. Presenting the foundational ideas of the Strong
Towns movement he co-founded, Charles Marohn explains why cities of all sizes
continue to struggle to meet their basic needs, and reveals the new paradigm that
can solve this longstanding problem. Inside, you’ll learn why inducing growth and
development has been the conventional response to urban financial
struggles—and why it just doesn’t work. New development and high-risk investing
don’t generate enough wealth to support itself, and cities continue to struggle.
Read this book to find out how cities large and small can focus on bottom-up
investments to minimize risk and maximize their ability to strengthen the
community financially and improve citizens’ quality of life. Develop in-depth
knowledge of the underlying logic behind the “traditional” search for never-ending
urban growth Learn practical solutions for ameliorating financial struggles through
low-risk investment and a grassroots focus Gain insights and tools that can stop
the vicious cycle of budget shortfalls and unexpected downturns Become a part of
the Strong Towns revolution by shifting the focus away from top-down growth
toward rebuilding American prosperity Strong Towns acknowledges that there is a
problem with the American approach to growth and shows community leaders a
new way forward. The Strong Towns response is a revolution in how we assemble
the places we live.

Perverts of the Unknown
The epic conclusion to PROPHET! A clone general goes against his Brain-Mother
overlords to gain control of an alien egg. Collects PROPHET: EARTH WAR #1-6.

Kill 6 Billion Demons
"In his vision Odin saw a ring, glittering and bright, a thing of great beauty and
danger. And the face of a mortal man, stern and beautiful, his fair hair blowing in
the wind of battle as the fire-edged sword in his hand rose and fell" So Odin, lord of
the nine worlds, saw Sigurd Dragonslayer for the first time. He alone could
recapture the ring of power from the cruel dragon Fafnir. In his effort to regain the
ring, Odin ensnared Sigurd and the race of the Volsungs in his schemes * for if he
failed, it would mean the beginning of Ragnarok, the end of all worlds Set in the
savage, beautiful world of Norse legend, this is the epic quest of romance,
enchantment, adventure and treachery from which Richard Wagner created his
magnificent operatic cycle, The Ring of the Nibelung. William Morris said of the tale
of Sigurd, "This is the great story of the North, which should be to all our race what
the tale of Troy was to the Greeks."

Prophet: Earth War #1
In this breathtaking debut novel by Felix Gilman, one man embarks on a thrilling
and treacherous quest for his people’s lost god—in an elaborate Dickensian city
that is either blessed …or haunted. Arjun arrives in Ararat just as a magnificent
winged creature swoops and sails over the city. For it is the day of the return of
that long-awaited, unpredictable mystical creature: the great Bird. But does it
come for good or ill? And in the service of what god? Whatever its purpose, for one
inhabitant the Bird sparks a long-dormant idea: to map the mapless city and
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liberate its masses with the power of knowledge. As the creature soars across the
land, shifting topography, changing the course of the river, and redrawing the
territories of the city’s avian life, crowds cheer and guns salute in a mix of science
and worship. Then comes the time for the Bird’s power to be trapped—within the
hull of a floating warship called Thunderer, an astounding and unprecedented
weapon. The ship is now a living temple to the Bird, a gift to be used, allegedly, in
the interests of all of Ararat. Hurtled into this convulsing world is Arjun, an innocent
who will unwittingly unleash a dark power beyond his imagining—and become
entangled in a dangerous underground movement that will forever transform
Ararat. As havoc overtakes the streets, Arjun dares to test the city’s moving
boundaries. In this city of gods, he has come to search among them, not to hide. A
tour de force of the imagination, and a brilliant tale of rebellion, Thunderer heralds
the arrival of a truly gifted fantasy writer who has created a tale as rich, wondrous,
and captivating as the world in which it is set. From the Hardcover edition.

The Beautiful Death Collection
After waking up from cryosleep, super soldier John Prophet travels across an
unfamiliar Earth filled with warring alien tribes to obtain his assignment--awaken
the Earth Empire by climbing the Towers of Thauilu and restarting the G.O.D.
satellite.

Once Upon a Time Machine
A lady of the blood house has had her mind trapped in a strange alien body. She
was hiding on the outskirts of her kingdom until she learns that an alien monster
pretending to be her has taken her place. BRANDON GRAHAM (KING CITY,
PROPHET, ISLAND) and MARIAN CHURCHLAND (BEAST) bring you sharp
genderqueer knights, blood magic, death gods, astral projection, and a goose.
Collects ARCLIGHT #1-4

Strong Towns
A lady of the blood house has had her mind trapped in a strange alien root-body.
She's hiding on the outskirts of her kingdom until she learns that the alien monster
pretending to be her has returned. The first issue of a shared fantasy universe.
Sharp genderqueer knights, blood magic, music, dancing, and a goose.

Good for Nothing
Black market smuggler of magic organs, Sexica plans to rob the larder of an
ancient alligator wizard whose lair hides somewhere within the cliffs of the Waleing
wall, while her boyfriend Nikoli searches for clues into the past of the wolf he's
were-bonded to. Collects chapters that ran in ISLAND magazine and the MULTIPLE
WARHEADS GHOST THRONE one-shot.

Royalboiler: Brandon Graham’S Drawn Out Collection
Brandon Graham's (KING CITY, PROPHET, MULTIPLE WARHEADS) work combines
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influences from all over the globe into something uniquely personal. ROYAL BOILER
is a collection of work spanning Graham's twenty-year career: cover, Illustration,
animation, and art show work, along with pages from his sketchbook.

Beast
A collection of short comics, with sumo heroes, graffiti writers, truck drivers from
the future, and alien pornographers.

The Ring of the Dark Elves
The final novel in the magisterial Underworld USA Trilogy. It's 1968. Bobby
Kennedy and Martin Luther King are dead. The Mob, Howard Hughes and J Edgar
Hoover are in a struggle for America's soul, drawing into their murderous
conspiracies the damned and the soon-to-be damned. Wayne Tedrow Jr: parricide,
assassin, dope cooker, mouthpiece for all sides, loyal to none. His journey will take
him deeper into the darkness. Dwight Dolly: Hoover's enforcer and hellish
conspirator in terrible crimes. As Hoover's power wanes, his destiny lurches
towards Richard Nixon and self-annihilation. Don Crutchfield: a kid, a nobody, a
wheelman and a private detective who stumbles upon an ungodly conspiracy from
which he and the country may never recover. All three men are drawn to women
on the opposite side of the political and moral spectrum; all are compromised and
ripe for destruction. Blood's a Rover is an incandescent fusion of fact and fiction,
and is James Ellroy's greatest masterpiece.

Pillow Fight
This collection spans BRANDON GRAHAM's (KING CITY, PROPHET, MULTIPLE
WARHEADS) twenty-year career, and includes select cover work, illustrations,
drawings from his work in animation, and assorted art, along with pages from his
sketchbook, showcasing influences from all over the globe that combine into
something uniquely personal.

8House #3: Kiem Part One
Empowered & Sistah Spooky's High School Hell
The award winning oversized comics magazine continues! Each issue contains 72
pages of full issue length stories by some of the world's most interesting
cartoonists.

King City
A surprisingly honest and touching account of a trans girl surviving through sex
work in Seattle. With excerpts published in the Eisner-nominated anthology
ISLAND, the full-color volume, drawn and painted by REMY BOYDELL, is an
unflinching debut graphic novel. Written by MICHELLE PEREZ.
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Royal Boiler
"Originally published in single magazine form as 'Elephantmen'"--Colophon.

Thunderer
It's been a spell, but TA-DA! the final WARHEADS appears. From comics best selfpromoting narcissist: BRANDON GRAHAM. A wizard heist that our heroes planned
in the MULTIPLE WARHEADS chapters appearing in ISLAND magazine finally comes
to fruition.

Prophet Volume 5: Earth War
When life itself seems lunatic, who knows where madness lies? In King City, that's
where! Joe is a young man with no home, no purpose, and almost no friends
though he does have a very special cat. With a simple injection, Joe's cat can be
anything: a weapon, a tool, or even a cuddly companion. But what - if anything can transform Joe? Whatever it is, it can probably be found in King City, an
outrageous semi-futuristic city full of spy gangs, alien porn, and reasonably priced
diners. A word of caution: Avoid the meatloaf.

Escalator
"In Flip Mellis's recent past he had, by his own assessment, his feet planted
squarely on terra firma. As a husband and father he was a consistent breadwinner.
As a business professional, he was a go-getter. For twenty years he did all that was
expected of him, if not much more. But a job loss in his middle years, in the midst
of a national economic crisis, knocked Flip squarely on his big, soft ass where he
has been wallowing for nearly a year. Over the course of one hectic week, replete
with a cast of colorful characters, Flip is forced by circumstances of his own
invention to finally get his life headed in the right direction"--

Redeeming the Feminine Soul
Prophet goes looking for an old friend and finds an alien mystery.

Island #1
Chronicles those who eke out an existence after World War III, including Sexica, an
organ hunter whose apartment is destroyed by a hurtling abandoned aircraft and
Nura, who is hunting for an organism who can regrow organs.
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